
“It’s all in the open”
My father, John R. Hill, used to always say this.  I used to think that he meant that the open-
ing price was the the level to watch.  And I was right - to an extent.  He meant more than 
just to watch the opening price of the day.  Also, watch the action as price moves AWAY 
from the open

Every trading day can be classified as one of three basic types of market action : Running, 
Reversal or a Rotating day.  Today we will illustrate what a running market day is.  A Run-
ning market can also be called a Trend Day.  

Running Markets are classified as a market that opens for the day and almost immediately 
commences to trend.  To capture profits in this market you must get on board the trend.  But, 
don't get in too early - before a legitimate trend is established.  You may get on board what 
you think is a strongly trending market, only to have the trend stop and go against you as 
either a reversal or choppy market.  But how do you know?  

Imagine a rocket ship launched from Cape Canaveral to the moon.  It must use tremendous 
force to fight earth's gravitation.  But, there is a critical point where the earth's gravitation 
stops pulling the spaceship down.  At that point, the ship has an easy ride "to the moon."  
Where the gravitation stops acting on the ship is the "critical point".
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market Forces
What does this have to do with trading?  Plenty.  There is a "gravitational force" around the 
market's open of the day.  Above the open, the force is sellers.  Trying to push the market 
back down on every advance.  Below the open of the day, the force is buyers.

The Critical Point 
Once price can overcome the force of these sellers or buyers, and get past the Critical Point, 
it has a much easier ride.  Often because the former sellers and buyers must now cover their 
shorts or longs at a loss.  Further propelling the market away from the open of the day.  

So, you want to buy or sell the market once it gets past its Critical Point around the open.  
This type of trade is called an "opening range breakout" - ORB.  Because the market is liter-
ally breaking out of the opening range of the day. 

how to trade the ORB
Get in too early, and a false breakout will turn against you.  Get in too late and you miss 
profits.  So how would you trade the Opening Range Breakout properly.  One method:  

Buy the S&P market at the open of the day plus 7 points.  And Short at open minus 7 points.

In the above chart, the OPEN = 1332.25.  Buying at the open plus 7 points got you in at 
1339.25.  You could have ridden this trade all day. Coming out at the close around 1352.
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Wins

4 $96,325 $137,075 0.70 $2,323 $1,614 42.1%

5 $102,450 $92,275 1.11 $2,325 $1,791 44.8%

6 $76,650 $87,600 0.88 $2,348 $1,941 46.3%

7 $119,500 $89,600 1.33 $2,417 $2,019 47.4%

8 $53,050 $104,100 0.51 $2,451 $2,174 48.0%

9 $37,500 $128,800 0.29 $2,502 $2,285 48.5%

10 $50,850 $100,875 0.50 $2,537 $2,385 49.6%

PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS.  YOU CAN 
LOSE MONEY TRADING

HYPOTHETICAL RESULTS



Comparison

The table shows a comparison of buying and selling short at different amounts from the 
open.  These are hypothetical numbers on the BIG S&P 500 contract.  No commission or 
slippage has been charged.  The test period is 1/1/06 to 4/30/12. 

The key number is the Profit to Drawdown ratio in column four.  This peaks at 7 points.  
Meaning the most hypothetical profit was made via buying long and selling short at seven 
points from the open.  Once in a trade, the order on the other side of the open acts as a re-
versal stop loss.  Or, exit on close of the day. 

Note how the percent wins in the last column increases as the ORB amount increases.  This 
shows that moves further away from the open tend to stay that way.  Also note that the av-
erage loss increases disproportionately to the gain of the average win.

Going back to the performance table, note how performance as measured by the Profit to 
Drawdown ratio falls off dramatically after the peak at 7 points.  This points towards possi-
ble curve fitting.  Future articles will address ways to prevent curve fitting.  Interestingly, we 
will ADD filters to this method to prevent curve fitting.

Does this mean you should automatically enter a trade at the open plus or minus 7 points?  
Maybe, maybe not.  You could use the seven point ORB as a set up.  Once price moves 
seven points away from the open of the day, enter trades on minor pull backs.

Going back to the chart above, the trend is established as up by the seven point breakout 
up in the first 20 minutes of the day.  For the rest of the day, you could buy all one or two 
bar, minor reactions in price.  Or, look for bullish patterns on the three or five minute bars.

If you have questions or comments, please email me.
Lundy@StaffordTrading.com
PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS

Lundy@StaffordTrading.com
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Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results.  HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS HAVE 
MANY INHERENT LIMITATIONS, SOME OF WHICH ARE DESCRIBED BELOW.  NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING 
MADE THAT ANY ACCOUNT WILL OR IS LIKELY TO ACHIEVE PROFITS OR LOSSES SIMILAR TO THOSE 
SHOWN.  IN FACT, THERE ARE FREQUENTLY SHARP DIFFERENCES BETWEEN HYPOTHETICAL PERFORM-
ANCE RESULTS AND THE ACTUAL RESULTS SUBSEQUENTLY ACHIEVED BY ANY PARTICULAR TRADING 
PROGRAM.ONE OF THE LIMITATIONS OF HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS IS THAT THEY ARE 
GENERALLY PREPARED WITH THE BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT.  IN ADDITION, HYPOTHETICAL TRADING DOES 
NOT INVOLVE FINANCIAL RISK, AND NO HYPOTHETICAL TRADING RECORD CAN COMPLETELY ACCOUNT 
FOR THE IMPACT OF FINANCIAL RISK IN ACTUAL TRADING.  FOR EXAMPLE, THE ABILITY TO WITHSTAND 
LOSSES OR TO ADHERE TO A PARTICULAR TRADING PROGRAM IN SPITE OF TRADING LOSSES ARE MATE-
RIAL POINTS WHICH CAN ALSO ADVERSELY AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS.  THERE ARE NUMEROUS 
OTHER FACTORS RELATED TO THE MARKETS IN GENERAL OR TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF ANY SPECIFIC 
TRADING PROGRAM WHICH CANNOT BE FULLY ACCOUNTED FOR IN THE PREPARATION OF HYPOTHETI-
CAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND ALL OF WHICH CAN ADVERSELY AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS.  
STAFFORD TRADING HAS HAD NO EXPERIENCE IN TRADING ACTUAL ACCOUNTS ON THIS SYSTEM.  BE-
CAUSE THERE ARE NO ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS TO COMPARE TO THE HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE 
RESULTS, CUSTOMERS SHOULD BE PARTICULARLY WARY OF PLACING UNDUE RELIANCE ON THESE HY-
POTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS. Stafford Trading Company and its principals are in no way related to or have 
any business association with john S. Stafford, Jr. or Stafford Trading, Inc.
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